
CSE 105
Haskell Assignment 4

Due: Monday November 21, 2016

Instructions
Usual policies apply, see previous assignments and course webpage for details. If you need help with
Haskell, read the introductory material posted on the course webpage, previous assignments and
post questions on piazza under the Haskell tag.
In this assignment we will look at the definition of Turing Machine, their configurations, computa-
tions, and equivalence between Turing Machine variants. To start with, look at the TM.hs file, which
provides a good example for the problems you will work on. Next, work through the three problems
and complete the Haskell41.hs, Haskell42.hs, Haskell43.hs files by replacing the undefined

expressions with the appropriate definitions. All haskell files can be either downloaded from the
course webpage, or copied from the $PUBLIC/HW6 directory on ieng6. Submit all 3 files using the
command bundleP4 on ieng6. A minimal requirement to receive partial credit on any of the parts
is that your haskell files compile and do not contain undefined expressions. If you submission does
not compile, we will not be able to evaluate it. As usual, you should first work out your solution
on paper using mathematical notation, and then code it up as a haskell program. Once you have a
valid and clearly written mathematical solution, you can ask for all the programming help you beed
by posting your haskell questions on piazza, attenting the Tuesday discussion, or going to selected
office hours.
Key Concepts Turing Machines, Configurations, Computations, Equivalence between Computa-
tional Models.

0. Introduction Here are some words explanations about the TM.hs file. You do not have to submit anything for this
part, but it provides information necessary to work through the following problems, so pay attention and read through.
This file provides a definition of Turing Machines, and their computations, very close to the mathematical formulation in
the textbook. You will be asked to write a set of similar definitions in the first problem to follow. The file TM.hs defines
the following 3 data types:

• MoveDirection: a simple enumeration type with just two values: L (for “left”) and R (for “right”), the two directions
in which the TM tape head can move.

• Action st: the type of actions that a TM can perform at each step. We will parametrize TM by the type of their
internal states st (similarly to what we did for DFA), so the type of actions is similarly parametrized. At each
step, our TMs can either halt (with a boolean True/False result representing the acceptance decision), or perform
a computational step Step (q,x,d) consisting of writing a character x::Char on the current tape position, moving
the tape head in direction d::MoveDirection, and setting the internal TM state to q::st.

• TM st: a Turing Machine with states of type st. The TM is described by a list of states of type [st], and input
and tape alphabet both of type [Char], a transition function delta :: st -> Char -> Action st, and a start
state of type st. For simplicity we assume that both the input and tape alphabets consists of simple characters
Char, and adopt the convention that the space character ’ ’::Char is used to represent the special blank symbol
representing an empty tape cell. (A more general/flexible choice could have been to represent tape cells with values
of type Maybe t, with Nothing used to represent blank tape cells, but input and tape alphabets will play only a
marginal role in this assignment, so we chose to keep things as simple as possible.) Notice how we chose to represent
the accept/reject decition by the output of the transition function, rather than two special accept/reject states. This
is essentially equivalent to the textbook definition, but somehow more convenient to write computer programs.

These three lines of code already capture all the information in the formal definition of a Turing machine, as specified
in the textbook: a TM is just a datatype of type TM st. Still, this does not formally specifies how TMs compute on
their input, and what is the result of running a TM on an input string w. In order to specify the operational semantics
of TMs, we define a datatype describing the Turing machine configurations Configuration st, consisting of two strings
of characters separated by a state (u,q,w). (As usual this type is parametrized by the type of states of the TM.) For
programming convenience, we will use the convention that the string u corresponding the the portion of the tape to the



left of the tape head is stored in reverse order, so that the symbol immediately left of the tape head is easily accessed as
the head of the list u. Using these configurations, the running behavior of a TM is described by two functions

• An initial configuration function initConfig that on input a Turing machine M and an input string w, outputs the
initial configuration at the beginning of the computation of M on input w.

• A next configuration function nextConfig which on input a Turing machine M and the current configuration c,
either outputs the next configuration, or specifies that the computation terminates with a given (boolean) result
representing the final accept/reject decision. The output of the next configuration function is of type Either

(Configuration q) Bool, with values Left c used to represent a computation step leading to configuration c, and
values Right b representing a halting computation with output b.

Notice how the initial and next configuration functions define computations exactly as specified in the textbook: the
tape head is initially on the first character of the input, the tape extends indefinitely only to the right, etc. The initial
and next configuration functions are used by runTM to define the result of running a TM M on an input w: one first
computes the initial configuration using initConfig, and then traces through the computation using nextConfig until
the computation terminates. As to be expected, if the TM does not terminate on some input w, the call to the runTM

function will also not terminate. Notice how the definition of runTM is very generic: given the definition of the initial and
next configuration functions, the run of the TM is completely determined in a standard and predictable way.

You can think og TM.hs as an “executable proof” that haskell is a general purpose programming language, capable of
doing anything that a Turing machine can do.

1. In this first problem you are asked to define the computations of a TM variant, similar to the one in the introduction,
but with a different instruction set: at each step the new TM can execute one of the following instructions:

• Accept: accept the input and terminate the computation

• Reject: reject the input and terminate the computation

• MoveL q: change to internal state q and move tape head to the left

• MoveR q: change to internal state q and move tape head to the right

• Write x q: write x to the tape and change internal state to q.

The corresponding types have already been defined for you in the Haskell41.hs starter file, as types Action2 and TM2.
Notice how the definition of TM2 is identical to TM in TM.hs, with the only difference that the new TM has a different
instruction set. (You can think of it as a RISC TM, with reduced instruction set of size 2 + (2 + |Γ|)|Q| instead of
2 + (2 · |Γ|)|Q|.) Other than that, TM2 should behave identically to the standard TM: tape head is initially on the first
input character, tape extends indefinitely to the right, but not to the left, etc.
Your task is to formally define the running time behavior of a TM2 by specifying an initial configuration function and
next configuration function: replace the undefined instructions in the definition of initConfig2 and nextConfig2 to
implement the new instruction set. The type of configurations to be used by TM2 is the same as TM, and it has already
been defined in TM.hs. Refer to that file and the introduction above for further explanations of what the initial and next
configuration functions should output.
These two functions are used by runTM2 to run a TM2 on any given input. (This function has already been written for
you, and you do not need to change it.) You can test your functions by writing down the formal definition some small
TM2, and using runTM2 to run it on any input of your choice.

2. The goal of this problem and the next is to formally show that TM and TM2 are perfectly equivalent models, in the
sense that you can convert machines from one definition to the other.
In this problem you are asked to define a function fromTMtoTM2 that converts any TM into an equivalent TM2. The
starter file Haskell42.hs contains a type signature for this function. You are allowed to change the type of the states of
the output Turing machine, but the type provided in the starter file is a good hint about how to solve the problem. So,
it is recommended that you leave it unchanged.

3. This is similar to the previous problem, but in the other direction. Define a function fromTM2toTM that converts any
TM2 into an equivalent TM. The starter file Haskell43.hs contains a type signature for this function. You are allowed
to change the type of the states of the output Turing machine, but the type provided in the starter file is a good hint
about how to solve the problem. So, it is recommended that you leave it unchanged.


